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Radosław Bułat
CEO

APPLOVER
A COMPANY WITH HIGHLIGHTS
My name is Radek, and on this brochure you will find everything
that Applover proudly has to offer, starting with an introduction
of who we are as a company. You will also find details regarding
our development processes, as well as a portfolio of successfully
delivered projects. We hope that after reviewing the potential that
Applover has to offer, you will see the strategic value that we can
bring to the table.

Since the inception of Applover in 2014, we have been growing
exponentially as an organization.

We are actively seeking new

projects to support, and hope to build lasting partnerships once the
quality delivered becomes apparent.

I am sure that once you familiarise yourself with the services that
Applover can provide, you will find that we can positively impact
your business with a multifaceted approach.
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ABOUT THE APPLOVR COMPANY
SOME HARD

Applover is a digital agency that formed in 2014, with

FACTS
-

offices currently in Wroclaw and New York. We started
out as a group of technology enthusiasts producing
their own product, which, despite our best efforts, fell
flat.

TEAMWORK
A group of young and creative people

30

Professional Staff

that work in a friendly, and very dynamic
atmosphere.

QUALITY

32

Delivered Webs

While working on a project we care about
every single line of code.

FLEXIBILITY
We know that building software products

14

Delivered Apps

is a complicated process. We will adjust to
your plans and goals.

// APPLOVER
WAS BUILT ON THREE
CRUCIAL VALUES.
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CREATIVE DESIGNERS AND AWESOME DEVELOPERS
SOME MEMBERS

At the same time, it became apparent that we had

OF OUR TEAM
-

a team full of incredible potential and talent, so we
decided that we would use the lessons we gained in
our first business venture to focus our organization
on the development of dedicated mobile and web
applications.

We have progressed from a group of only a few
individuals, to an organization of over 30 enthusiastic
technology experts. What sets us apart as a company
is our flat organization, friendly atmosphere, and
professional approach to realized projects.

Peter
Project Manager / Co-founder
Peter is a Project Manager and co-founder responsible
for the New York office. Full stack developer with a drive
to management. He has managed all kinds of projects
and gained vast experience in implementing IT services,
including web and mobile apps development. In his
spare time he is into self-improvement, bio-hacking
and blockchain. His education is a never-ending story.
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Kuba
Android Developer
Kuba is a passionate developer with a broad spectrum
of interests including functional programming and
mobile development - to name only a few. He is with
the company since the very beginning. Tech lover,
participant of the biggest hackatons in Europe like
HackZurich. He loves creating new things from scratch
and testing new features.

Piotr
CTO / Co-Founder / Full Stack Developer

Piotr is Applover’s CTO and co-founder. He is the one
responsible for the quality in our company. Full-stack
developer with years of experience in corporations, now
he focuses on growing and scaling Applover. He likes
books that show different approaches to problems and
different views. Technology freak, spending all of his
free time talking about development.

Kasia
Graphic Designer
Kasia is one of our UX designer team. Her interests range
from video marketing through more complicated visual
communication systems, branding to architecture. She
is fully in love with functionalism and she believes that
beauty comes from making things work. Privately,
her passion is travelling and discovering new places,
cultures and human nature.
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SLOCK.IT / ETH ZÜRICH / NOKIA / AW+ / CALLPAGE
GET IN BANK / LETTLY / TAURON

OUR CLIENT
LIST
-

Our portfolio includes projects for several dozen
clients from different countries.

Our clients include

some of the largest technology corporations on the
market, prestigious universities, as well as new and
dynamically growing marketing agencies and startups. All of our partnered clients value the high quality
of delivered products, and our professional approach to
development. Notable clients include:
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SERVICES

PRODUCT
DESIGN

MOBILE
DEVELOPMENT

WEB
DEVELOPMENT

We design products

We design and create

We create beautiful web

just from an idea, and

native mobile applications

applications tailored for

also consult on existing

for iOS and Android. So

your business. Our team

projects.

far we finished over 30

covers both front-end and

projects.

back-end.
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PRODUCT DESIGN
MOBILE DEVELOPMENT
WEB DEVELOPMENT
IT CONSULTING
TEAM EXTENSION

IT
CONSULTING

TEAM
EXTENSION

We will help you

Besides creating products,

define your issues and

Applover also offers ‘body

implement technologies

leasing’ of its experienced

to solve them efficiently.

programmers.
*Our portfolio is available at “16”
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PRODUCT DESIGN
Applover has a comprehensive approach to designing
your product, with options including design development,
as well as establishing a visual identity. We go through
a detailed analysis of our clients’ needs and business
models in order to develop effective products.
We not only develop solutions from scratch, but also consult on how to improve on
existing ones. We have our own vetted creative and design process, which we would
happily demonstrate. Our product design process:

Analysis of

Business need

Solution design

User Experience

client needs

identification

and prototype

design

Graphic design

MOBILE DEVELOPMENT
Using cutting-edge technologies, we design and build
your project from the ground up. We have developed
over 30 native mobile applications for iOS and Android
systems.

Our solutions include both large apps, and

small-business focused apps.
Our technological expertise includes: Kotlin, Java, Swift, Objective-C. Our industry
experience includes: Blockchain financial services, Art galleries, Fashion e-commerce,
Energy sector, Education, Fitness, Gastronomy, Construction industry.
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WEB DEVELOPMENT
When designing your project, we put an emphasis on
understanding your business. We ensure that we have
a User Experience/User Interface focused approach, as
well as streamlining the way a user navigates around your
webpage. Our technological expertise includes:
Front-end: Vue.js, AngularJS Back-end: Ruby on Rails, Node.js, Elixir. Our industry
experience includes: Blockchain financial services, Art galleries, Energy sector,
Fashion e-commerce, Education, Fitness, Gastronomy, Construction industry.

IT CONSULTING
If you find yourself in need of having an IT problem
solved, then you’ve come to the right place! Whether it’s
streamlining existing processes, or finding solutions for
recurring problems, we are here to help.
Have a look at our portfolio, where you will find examples of partnerships with clients,
where we have effectively worked to improve their business processes. We can help
overcome technical obstacles, optimise daily operations, or even consult on which
technology and tools best suit your business needs. Our consulting process consists
of:
Discovery- Data procurement, and interviews with employees.
Analysis- Identify biggest threats and business opportunities.
Report- Present our findings and business improvement plan.
Strategize- Strategize with the board to determine which
recommendations to implement.
Implementation- Work with the board and management team
to implement the new solutions.
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TEAM EXTENSION
We also offer further support beyond just designing your
product; we offer on-site support from our technology
experts. With expertise available in a number of
technologies, you can rest assured that our team can
offer comprehensive on-site support when you need that
extra boost in resource. We have supported brands such as: IKEA, Viessman, Nest
Bank, PKO Bank, Tauron and Agencja Warszawa.

// SERVICES
WE ARE PARTNERS, NOT
PROVIDERS. WE CARE ABOUT
LONG-TERM RELATIONS.
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ON TIME
---

Don’t be afraid about project timeline - we stick to deadlines

EFFECTIVE WORK
---

Thoughtful planning results in optimal solutions

HIGH QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
---

Well experienced developers we delivered over 100 projects.

PROJECT SUPPORT
---

After the project goes live, we actively support it as it grows, to
ensure best user experience.

BUDGET FLEXIBILITY
---

We adjust proper solutions to fit your budget.

WE ARE AGILE
---

We work in scrums. You are invited to plan them with us, and see
their outcomes, to make sure your vision of the product is set.
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OUR
FEATURED
PROJECTS
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APPLICATION

// 01
AMINO
FITNESS APP // 2017
Mobile app that connects
trainers and people that
want to stay fit.

APPLICATION

// 02
FOOTSTEPS
SMART CITIES // 2016
Mobile guide that
personalises your trips.

PLATFORM

// 03
DOMORE
WEB APP // 2017
Crowdfunding platform
for creative industry.
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PROJECTS WE‘VE
COMPLETED
UNIDOSH
MOBILE APP// 2016
Mobile app offering
students the opportunity
to earn and save money.

FOODSI
MOBILE APP // 2017
Mobile App that helps
you with ordering your
favourite food.

ARTION
WEB APP// 2017
Comprehensive service
for auction house selling
antiques in real time.

FITTRACK
WEB APP // 2017
Training management
system for professional
personal trainers.
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MUSCAT
WEB // 2017
Website for eyeglasses
manufacturer.

CALLPAGE
WEB AND APP// 2016
Application and Website
for customer service
improvement tool startup.

OUTFILM
PRODUCT
DESIGN // 2016
VOD platform and mobile
app that streams content.

CHECK MORE

behance / applover dribbble / apploversoftware

instagram / apploversoftware
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AMINO APP
Amino Fitness App is a mobile application and training platform in Dubai, aimed
at matching personal trainers from various sports disciplines with potential clients.
The application is distinguished by the possibility of doing the training in any place
chosen by the client - for example in the park, at the gym or in the place of residence.
The client can choose from several sports, he can use the available training plans,
nutritional advice or more affordable subscription models. The application has started
in Dubai and will soon be available in other places and agglomerations.
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001. // PROCESS
The client expected from us a carefully planned schedule and development process
of an iOS mobile application. During the so-called Product Day, when we met with
the client and developed a detailed outline of the whole application, our team
chose the right technology and put emphasis on understanding the main business
assumptions of the project. An additional challenge was connecting and integrating
the payment system operating in Dubai. The entire process comprised:

Developing accurate

Developing the native

Developing the back-

project documentation, iOS mobile application. end and administration
designing application

panel to manage the

wireframes and flows.

application.

Integration with the
PayFort payment
system.

002. // RESULTS
The application was developed within 12 weeks, which made it possible for the Client
to fulfil his primary business assumptions - establish cooperation with personal
trainers. The back-end and dedicated administration panel of the application were
coded in Ruby on Rails. The Client could verify his assumptions in contact with
potential customers during every sprint, thanks to the use of the project management
SCRUM methodology. Changes and modification applied during the project did not
affect its schedule. Currently, after the first successes of the application, Applover
has begun working on the Android app version.

12 weeks

5 people

Ruby on Rails

Time and material

development

team

technology

model
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FOOTSTEPS APP
Footsteps Smart Cities is one of the B2G market leaders in Poland. The company offers
smart city mobile solutions and cooperates with several dozen local governments
in Poland. During implementation in a given city, the application developed by the
company becomes the official city application of a given agglomeration and offers
its inhabitants and tourists a range of possibilities in the field of urban information,
transport, tourism or local events. In addition, the Footsteps team manages, promotes
and updates the information contained therein.
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001. // PROCESS
First of all, the client expected a flexible tool that would be easily implemented in cities
and towns of various size, and the possibility to adjust the number of implemented
urban modules to the size and capabilities of the twin town. In addition, our client
assumed that it would be crucial to develop universal modules that would be easily
integrated with ready-made and already implemented solutions in the city. Our team
chose the right technology, wrote the detailed flow of the project, which included:

Developing accurate

Developing a dedicated

project documentation,

project branding with

designing application

application designs.

Developing the native

Developing the back-

iOS and Android mobile end and administration
applications.

panel to manage the
application.

wireframes and flows.

002. // RESULTS
The application was developed within 16 weeks. Since the beginning the project
was developed in 1-2-week sprints, at the end of which the Client was receiving
operational software, which he could initially test and consult with twin towns.
Thanks to the quick pace of work, the Client decided to develop the primary
application with two additional modules and create a dedicated project website.
Applover has been supporting this company in its subsequent projects for more
than two years now.

16 weeks

3 people

Swift / Java

Fixed price

development

team

technology

model
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DOMORE WEB APP
The crowdfunding portal DoMore was launched in 2009 as a service whose main goal
was to combine donors and beneficiaries in one place. Thanks to DO MORE charity
organizations could gain more funds to achieve their goals in a simple, professional
and - at the same time - fully transparent way In 2016, the authors of the project
came to us to expand the DO MORE portal with functionalities that allow financing
creative ideas in the field of culture and art.
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001. // PROCESS
After gathering customer expectations, we invited the creators of the platform
to the product day, during which we thoroughly analysed their current ideas and
created the product specification. One of the basic assumptions was to control
the information flow on the platform strictly and to ensure that the quality of the
auctions was maintained. Due to cooperation with foreign investors, the platform
had to be developed in a few language versions. Additionally, the project included:

Developing accurate

Developing the

Developing the

Developing the

project documentation,

complete web

dedicated back-end of

administration panel to

designing application

application.

the application.

manage and administer
the application.

wireframes and flows.

002. // RESULTS
The application was developed within 16 weeks. Since the beginning the project
was developed in 1-2-week sprints, at the end of which the Client was receiving
operational software, which he could initially test and consult with twin towns.
Thanks to the quick pace of work, the Client decided to develop the primary
application with two additional modules and create a dedicated project website.
Applover has been supporting this company in its subsequent projects for more
than two years now.

20 weeks

3 people

Ruby on Rails / Vue.js

Fixed price

development

team

technology

model
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TECH STACK
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Angular-

a

TypeScript-based

application

platform

developed by Google. Angular enables to create not only
web apps, but also desktop and mobile solutions thanks
to wide range of libraries that support other frameworks.

Java- the most popular programming language in the
world. When it comes to reliability, stability, and security,
Java is second to none. That’s why we use Java as one of
our main languages for Android development.

Kotlin - the fastest language to develop Android apps
in. Its modern, functional approach coupled with many
features tailored to mitigate the risk of errors makes it
perfect to quickly create an Android app that perfectly
suits your needs.

NodeJS- JavaScript runtime built on Chrome’s V8
JavaScript engine. Node is gaining its popularity very
fast in the last few years due to its great scalability
and throughput, and also because of built-in powerful
underlying libraries. Great choice if performance and
scalability are keys to application’s success.

Objective-C - the language used for developing native
software for OS X and iOS. It is an object-oriented superset
of the C programming language that has historically
been the core of iOS development. A new alternative to
Objective-C is the Swift language, introduced by Apple
in 2014
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Ruby- expressive, mature, consistent, and elegant
language, with a great community behind it. In
combination with Rails framework it allows for fast and
productive development with a focus on what’s really
important, and without reinventing the wheel, keeping
code as simple as possible.

Swift - a fantastic language to write software; whether it’s
for macOS, iOS, watchOS, servers, or anything else that
runs code. It’s a safe, fast, and interactive programming
language that combines the best in modern language
thinking with wisdom from the wider Apple engineering
culture. As a result, code is not just easier to write, but
easier to read and maintain as well.

Vue.js- a highly capable, versatile, and incrementally
adoptable framework. Vue allows for easily maintained
progressive javascript framework. Due to its exceptionally
fast runtime, in addition to flexibility, modularity and
ease of use, Vue has quickly become our favorite web
framework to work with!

We at Applover utilise the latest cutting edge framework
and trends in technology, but we also appreciate and
understand

the

value

of

approaches.

That’s why we choose technologies that

best suit our clients’ needs.

traditional

development
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HOW WE
WORK
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T&M /
FIXED
Applover is, first of all, full of genuine enthusiasts of new technologies. Each of us is
deeply involved in their work, deriving real pleasure from being a member of your
future project. We always emphasise on understanding the developed product.
Come, and get to know us.
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T&M / FIXED PRICE
We can work with you using one of two Contract types - you can find out more
below:

01 // TIME & MATERIALS PRICE
Contract where the Client pays an agreed upon wage
for every working hour. With this method, you have
full control over your expenses and you pay for the
actual work done. The work is settled on the basis of
reports provided by the Hubstuff application. Hubstuff
is a tool which measures work performed by software
developers very precisely - it records not only the
worked hours, but also the developer’s efficiency, and
it monitors tools and websites he opens during the
working hours. In this way it ensures full transparency
of the performed tasks. The project is presented to the
client on regular basis, which makes it possible to verify
our work and make quick decisions concerning further
development.
ADVANTAGES /
DISADVANTAGES
possibility to change the project on an ad-hoc basis,
payment for actual work done,
possibility to terminate the project after each month,
tailored to ever-evolving needs,
ongoing client involvement required.
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02 // FIXED PRICE
Contract where we agree upon a pre-negotiated price
for a pre-set number of working hours for a given
function. Using this method, you can plan your budget
precisely and know in advance how much the given
function will cost.

This contract type requires the

development of accurate project documentation during
the work planning phase. The documentation has to be
strictly adhered to later on. All changes requested by
the Client are charged additionally. Realizing a project
with precise expectations and strict deadlines makes
the option of a fixed price a good idea. However, in
case of larger and more demanding projects, the Fixed
ADVANTAGES /

Price model has quite a few disadvantages.

DISADVANTAGES
lack of possibility to change the project without executing an
annex to the contract,
risk related to the incorrect project design,
fixed budget,
best for MVP,

COME, AND
GET TO
KNOW US
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SLA &
HOSTING
APPLOVER
SLA AND HOSTING OFFER
Uptime of app/web page: 99.9 %

Uptime confirmation: Once a minute, with an email notification should your app/
webpage experience any downtime

Customer Service:

e-mail: support@applover.pl
tel: 0048 601 737 950, 0048 603 432 355
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ESTIMATED
REACTION
TIMES
-

ESTIMATED
WORKAROUND
TIMES
-

Descriptions

Reaction time
during business
days

Reaction time
during nonbusiness days

Critical failure

12 hours

24 hours

Serious issues

12 hours

36 hours

Low-priority
issues

24 hours

48 hours

Descriptions

Reaction time
during business
days

Reaction time
during nonbusiness days

Critical failure

24 hours

48 hours

Serious issues

36 hours

48 hours

Low-priority
issues

96 hours

96 hours

BACKUPS
As a standard, Applover backs up your data once a week (Friday). It typically takes
about 24 hours to implement a backup from the time Applover is notified.

Should you require more frequent backups, Applover offers individual pricing.
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PRICING

WEB PAGES
WITH CMS
SUPPORT
-

Hosting

Programming support

Hosting web page on server
10 gb transfer limit*
10 gb drive space*

Page updates
Monitoring server status
Resolution of reported issues

Email hosted on own domain

Email administration

SSL certificate

Backup copies

199 $ / year

99 $ / month

*higher data limits are priced individually

INTERNET
SHOPS
-

Hosting

Programming support

Hosting web page on server
10 gb transfer limit*
10 gb drive space*

Page updates
Monitoring server status
Resolution of reported issues

Email hosted on own domain
SSL certificate
199 $ / year
*higher data limits are priced individually

Email administration
Backup copies
99 $ / month
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WEB
APPLICATIONS
-

VPS Server*

Web application
hosted on server
Server Specifications:
KVM OpenStack, 1 vCore,
2,4GHz, 2 GB RAM, 10 GB
RAM, 10 GB SSD, Local
RAID 10 *
SSL certificate

Programming support

Necessary application
updates
Monitoring application
availability

Resolution of reported issues
Backup copies

299 $ / year

199 $ / month

*higher data limits are priced individually

MOBILE
APPLICATIONS
-

Programming support

Monitoring application availabilit
Monitoring server status
Resolution of reported issues
Email administration
Backup copies
99 $ / month / platform
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DROP US
A LINE
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NEW BUSINESS
jan@applover.pl
+48 722 226 022

JUST SAY HELLO
hello@applover.pl

STAY TUNED

APPLOVER NEW YORK

APPLOVER HQ POLAND

315 W 36th St

Ul. Świeradowska 77,

NY 10018 New York

50-559 Wroclaw

USA

Poland

